
SIXTEEN PLAYERS,
TWO DICE,

ONE SHOOTER.

If you or someone you know needs information on how to  
deal with a gambling problem, visit paysbig.com/responsible or 

call the Wisconsin Council on Problem Gambling 24-hour 
helpline toll-free at 1-800-426-2535. Potawatomi Bingo  

Casino encourages you to gamble responsibly.

 MAKE A SURE BET—KNOW YOUR LIMIT.
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BETTING THE TRUE ODDS
Once the puck is ON, you may bet true odds — up to  

10 times your original bet — in addition to 
your flat (original) bet. The odds win if your 
flat bet wins, and your bet is removed if your 
flat bet loses. Payouts are determined by the 
number combinations on the dice. You are 
betting on the number of ways on the dice to 
win versus the number of ways on the dice to 
lose; the house will pay out the difference: 
• 4 and 10 pay 2 to 1 
• 5 and 9 pay 3 to 2 
• 6 and 8 pay 6 to 5

PLACE BETS
You may take a Place Bet any time on any or 
all of the following numbers: 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 
10. If the number on which you have made a 
Place Bet rolls before a 7, you win and are

 paid as follows: 
 • 4 and 10 pay 9 to 5  
 • 5 and 9 pay 7 to 5  
 • 6 and 8 pay 7 to 6 

Place your cheques in the Come area and tell the dealer 
on which number you want to bet. Place bets can be 
removed at any time. These wagers do not win or lose 
when the puck is OFF.

OTHER BETS
Take note of the other possible bets on the table layout: 
proposition, horn, world and hard way. Payouts are 
included on the layout itself; Casino personnel can 
provide you with further information.

And that’s how you play craps. For information on 
how to play other table games offered at Potawatomi 
Bingo Casino, just ask a member of our staff.

Good Luck!

Always show your Fire Keeper’s Club®  
card when you buy-in to earn points 
that can enter you into 
drawings or be redeemed 
for show tickets or food.

BETTING THE DON’T PASS LINE
Betting against the dice. This wager can only be made 
when the puck is OFF. You lose on a natural 7 or 11 
and win on a 2 or 3. The number 12 is a push: nobody 
wins, nobody loses. Any other number becomes the 
point, and you win if 7 is rolled before the point is 
repeated. Your bet is removed if the point is made 
before a 7 is rolled. Place these bets in the area marked 
Don’t Pass Line. 

COME BETS
Again, this is betting with the dice, except that Come 
bets are made after the puck is ON. You win on a 
natural 7 or 11, and your bet is removed on craps — 
2, 3 or 12. Any other number becomes the come-point 
and you win if your come-point is made before a 7 is 
rolled. Place these bets in the area marked Come.

DON’T COME BETS
This is the reverse of betting the Come. You lose on 
a 7 or 11, and win on a 2 or 3; 12 is a push. If a 7 is 
rolled before your don’t come-point is made, you win.
If the don’t come-point is made before a 7 is rolled, you 
lose. Place these bets in the area marked Don’t Come.

Craps is the most exciting game at Potawatomi 
Bingo Casino. One shooter of the dice determines 
the outcome for up to 15 other players. Craps also 

features a variety of betting opportunities. 

GAME PLAY
The puck is the most important piece 
of equipment on the table — you’ll see it 
immediately. When in the OFF position, 
it indicates the next round is ready to begin. 
The next shooter takes the dice and rolls. If 
a 2, 3, 7, 11 or 12 is rolled, the round is over 
immediately. If a 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is rolled, 
that number becomes the point. The puck is
then turned to ON and placed on the point. 
The shooter then continues to roll until the same 
point is rolled again or a 7 is rolled. The round
is then over, and a new shooter takes the dice. 

FIELD BET
One of the most popular in the Casino, this is a one-
time bet that the next roll will be a 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11
or 12. The 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 pay even money, and
the 2 and 12 pay 2 to 1.

BETTING THE PASS LINE
Betting with the dice. This bet should only be made 
when the puck is OFF. When the shooter rolls a 7 or 
11 on the first throw (come-out roll), it is considered a 
natural and you win. When the shooter rolls a 2, 3, or 
12 on the come-out roll, it is craps and you lose. Any 
other number becomes the point. You win if the point 
repeats before a 7 is rolled, and your bet is removed if a 
7 is rolled before you make your point. Place these bets 
in the area marked Pass Line on the layout.

CRAPS ETIQUETTE
ROLL SO BOTH DICE HIT THE OPPOSITE BACK WALL. 

THE SHOOTER MAY HANDLE THE DICE
WITH ONLY ONE HAND. 
THE DICE SHOULD STAY

IN PLAIN SIGHT OF CASINO STAFF.


